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Highly respected authorship defines Criminal Law and Its Processes: Cases and Materials. Sanford

H. Kadish, Stephen J. Schulhofer, Carol S. Steiker, and new co-author Rachel E. Barkow are

nationally recognized scholars. Their cohesive intellectual framework views the law as an instrument

of social control, providing an analytical tool with which students can interpret and understand

doctrine. Criminal Law and Its Processes: Cases and Materials focuses on developing an

understanding of principles and rules applicable to all crimes, rather than the detailed and disjointed

elements of any particular crime. Cases-and-notes pedagogy, with excerpted materials, questions,

and problems, illuminate the material. Problems enhance students' understanding of the basic

principles by testing their applications and interactions in the context of particular offenses.The Ninth

Edition preserves the continuity with its predecessors and makes little fundamental change in

organization or coverage, retaining nearly all the principal teaching cases, with recent cases and

illustrations added. The text has been carefully edited throughout to enhance the transparency of

the organization and accessibility of the notes and questions. Text has been added that guides

students--before and after main cases--to understand what those cases are designed to illustrate.

Overall, the book features increased clarity and ease of teaching while preserving the book's

challenging and sophisticated content. A completely reorganized and revised chapter on group

crime includes more student-friendly treatment of accomplice liability and conspiracy that will

facilitate the mastery of basic doctrine while emphasizing important policy questions. A new section

on punishing corporations for criminal conduct includes an analysis of deferred prosecution and

non-prosecution agreements. The updated theft chapter explores the important modern crimes of

honest services fraud and identity theft. New problems also test students' understanding of

traditional theft offenses as applied to modern technology and intellectual property. The chapter on

rape has been dramatically revised with current examples of debates over force and consent as well

as new notes on male rape victims and human trafficking. Revised coverage of the death penalty

provides a balanced treatment of the issue, incorporates the latest empirical research, and offers

new notes on the potential causes of racial discrimination. An updated chapter on homicide includes

a completely new section on felony murder. Also revised is the treatment of proportionality; it

includes recent Supreme Court case law under the Eighth Amendment and challenges to life

without the possibility of parole sentences. The question of what to punish is now explored through

the lens of teenage bullying. Finally, new sentencing materials have been introduced, including a

case study of Bernie Madoff's sentencing. FeaturesHighly respected authorship Kadish, Schulhofer,

Steiker, and new co-author Barkow are nationally recognized scholarsCohesive intellectual



frameworkviews the law as an instrument of social control provides an analytical tool with which

students can interpret and understand doctrine Cases-and-notes pedagogyincludes excerpted

materials, questions, and problemsDevelops an understanding of principles and rules applicable to

all crimessees beyond the detailed, disjointed elements particular crimesHelpful problems enhance

students understanding of basic principlestest their applications and interaction in the context of

particular offenses
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This case book is semi-decent. At least the authors write some of their own pieces, instead of

merely copying and pasting other peoples' work, as is the case with most case books.

Nevertheless, the book is always "hiding the ball" and never just tells you what the rule is. I know

the purpose of a law course is to explore the contours of the law, not just memorize the rules, but

sometimes a simple rule does exist, and there is no reason to beat around the bush in that case.

this book is not my favorite at all. even though it provides philosophical information about certain

cases and elements, it's not the most reliable book to read. i hate to say this, but it's completely

boring...

Worst casebook of 1L. Clear political bias, loads of philosophy. Meanders through topics, extreme

density. One upside: The paper it's printed on isn't reflective under lots of light, makes it easier to



read. That's about it.

The book's binding was completely undone when I received it but didn't have time to return and

replace because the semester had started.

Book is nearly falling apart. Clearly it's old

This item is more highlighter than book. I have never rented before and I don't think I will again.

Actually, really love this one! Even with the tabs and notes, it is in really good condition and the

notes helpful!!

I was initially intimidated by this book, because it is all words and no pictures. No, seriously ... don't

laugh! Most of the college books I have are punctuated with graphs, photos, and the pages are

broken up to save the reader monotonous reading. I enjoy the extra material in a text book.This

book has no breaks in it; it is straight text. It is a big-boy book. And I loved every part I read. The

cases were easy to digest. The expansion of the cases was easy to digest. The syntax and

sentence structure used by the author was clear and concise. I do not remember finding a typo,

either, which is odd for me, as I enjoy line editing. Between this book and the New York Gray Book

(a copy of New York's most recent revised code), my understanding of criminal law expanded

greatly.I highly recommend this book. I finished my criminal jurisprudence course with an A, and I

still read this book from time to time, even though the course is long over. That I still read the book

should speak for its quality; who reads text books for pleasure?
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